While most people rely on numercal methods (most notably the fast Fourier transform) for computing discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs), there it is still an occasional need to have analytical DFTs close at hand. Such a table of analytical DFTs is provided in this paper, along with comments and observations, in the belief that it will serve as a useful resource or teaching aid for Fourier practioners.
Introduction
The table of discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) that comprises most of this paper was assembled using analytical methods. The table is not exhaustive, since a good symbolic package or additional patience could certainly produce a few more DFT pairs. However it does include many commonly encountered input sequences.
A few words of explanation are in order. We assume that a function f is sampled on the interval ?A=2; A=2] at N equally spaced points to produce the sequence f n , where n = ?N=2 + 1 : N=2. Of utmost importance is the fact that, when extended, the sequence f n is N-periodic. This means that if the A-periodic extension of f is continuous at x = A=2, then Mathematics Department, University of Colorado at Denver, Denver, CO 808204, email: wbriggs@tiger.denver.colorado.edu y Mathematics Department, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943, email: vhenson@math.nps.navy.mil 1 f N=2 = f( A=2). On the other hand, if the A-periodic extension of f is not continuous at x = A=2, then f N=2 must be de ned as the average value of f( A=2). Similarly, at any point of discontinunity in ?A=2; A=2], the sequence of samples f n must be assigned the average of the function values across the discontinuity. This proviso is given the name AVED: average values at endpoints and discontinuities, and is noted in the The rst column has two boxes. The upper box gives the name of the input, below which are graphs of the real and imaginary parts of the discrete input sequence. The lower box contains the name of the continuum input, and the corresponding continuum input graphs. The middle column has six boxes containing, in order from top to bottom, the formula of the input sequence f n ; the analytic N-point DFT output F k ; a measure of the error jc k ?F k j; the formula of the continuum input function f(x); the formula for the Fourier coe cients c k ; an entry for comments, perhaps the most important of which is the AVED warning. This means that average values at endpoints and discontinuities must be used if the correct DFT is to be computed. The third column consists of two boxes. The upper box displays graphically the real and imaginary parts of the DFT. The lower box gives the maximum error max jc k ? F k j, and displays graphically the error jc k ? F k j for a small (24-point) example. A few comments and observations on the entries of the table might be useful.
Symmetry. The well-known symmetries of the DFT and the Fourier coe cients are evident in the entries of the table: if f n is a real, even sequence (f ?n = f n ), then the resulting DFT sequence is also real and even; if f n is a real, odd sequence (f ?n = ?f n ), then the resulting DFT sequence is pure imaginary and odd.
Exact DFTs. The DFT is exact, meaning it reproduces the rst N Fourier coe cients exactly, in several entries of the table. As shown in cases 1{4, if the input sequence is periodic and does not consist of frequencies greater than ! max = N=A cycles per unit length (or time), then the DFT is exact. This condition is just the Nyquist sampling condition.
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